Considering conditions under shutdown
Shutdown
The USA might consider a Southern Border for Mexico and the USA, and try for a political
impasse for considering shutdown in the states. Whether it would be a definite goal for
getting Mexico fund the Wall, along with the Democrats standing for shutdown, here is who
and where of the shutdown.
1. Shutdown can be considered during the state of national emergency, or even during
financial emergency, especially under the conditions to raise coiffures under extreme
conditions, while considering the idea at the state of severe defence, or financial
conditions.
2. There are generally contractors and sub-contractors in the country. Paying fully or
even partially about 50-70% to contractors and federal employees may be the start of
considering shutdown. Generally, the sub contractors loose out in the first step, where
sub contracts with the federal government are not honoured.
3. The shutdown can actually run for days, weeks and months considering the
conditions. It may also oblige external financial obligations, a state of national
disaster, war, famine, external vulnerabilities, external and internal threats, while
considering fiscal prudence at the concerned conditions.
4. Shutdown can also happen, if a Bill needs to be raised and noticed under conditions of
deadlock in the Congressmen, and taking a call on the political impasse of any Bill
that requires severe budgeting skills, while exerting special powers of the President of
the United States.
5. It could also mean voluntary services from any state, or states, under severe budgetary
conditions, in a threat of imbalance for lower budgeting concerns and appealing for
thrift spending, provisioning and a non-allowance of Budget, which requires a special
understanding of provisions and conditions, unnatural for binding fiscal earnings.
States, where Federal Government can work, can also use this prudence, for considering
political logjam. Mostly defined for the USA, India, China, states of Russia, the UK, and
Australia, shutdown can also take a toll on Federal employees who work as janitors, in parks,
provisioning under the government. Lessening of wages can also be the next step. Partial
shutdown can also happen in these countries, where conditions are under threats. I hope that
USA will consider border issues, with Mexico as well!
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